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A study of recursive estimation of parameters in. a second.-
order, discrete-time periodic system is presented. ·A recursive 
procedure combines the current observation of a state ·va:ri·a.ble.: 
With the preceeding estimate to generate a new estimate. The 
:, 
thesis indicates an industrial application of parameter estimati9n., 
shows how a given interpretation of a second-o:rde:r system can 
impose constraints on the range of the parameter est:Lmates, derives 
a recursive. estimation procedure which approximates the hptimal 
diff'erential-correction procedure, and compares the derived filet',b:Qd; 
with two methods recommended in the literature.. Graphs of' bias 
and standard deviation as a function of sa.trrple .Size show the small·· 
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f I The subject of this thesis is regres~ion. The ·typi o-f :regre·ssi:on ·1 
encountered here is commonly called "ident.ifi·cation. o.f· dynamic systems''·, 
speaking generally, and "estimation o:f .~rys:tem. param.e,ter·s!' when :th,e 
·., 
., mathematical form of the model is known. 
·,. ·I 
Many industrial processes can be represented by d.iscrete~time 
dynamic models. Such models are used in product:i.or.i. plartning, :prcduc·tion 
control, and computer process control. A. typi c~l mathemati¢:~.l. repre-
sent a ti on of these models is a system of :differenc·-e equations·,, each. q~f 
which relates dyna.:mi c state-variables to input .and. contro·1 variables. 
The thesis will focus on th.e single second-orde°J? .eg_:uation 
""". 
(1) Q y·- +. Q ·y.-_' . .. + Q _·. y•.··.·. = X. 
· o n l · n-1 2 n-2 · h 
where y may be regarded as the output and x. :as ·.t·he inpu.t. n 
··· n In thi.S, 
context the system parameters are the co-ns..tants Q O , 91 , g 2 and r;~:CtUtsi.ve. 
extimation of t·hese parameters .. involves some vector rule ( 
·t··. ~ . =· 
· n+l H( t ; y:_ ) n n 
which generates a new estimate tn+l· of the vector Q = (Q0 ,:Q1 , 9 2 ~ 
I 
I· based on the previous estimate tn and the most rec.ent observation .Yri 
of the output. The difference Y - y .i.s: a rand.om p·rocess W called n n n 
the error of observation. 
._.;. C 
Recursive estimators can be based on le-ast?""'s:quares: :estimatiori;-
stochastic approximation, or minimum squa.r~d-error o;e t.he estimates. 























application of identification bf a, sJ::cond-brder system, (ii) .shbW: 
how a given interpretation of a sec.ond,..·order sys.tem can :i.,mpose 
' 
. ... :1;! 
constraints on the range of the para.meter vector} (ii;i.) develop a .• 
. I .. . . . . method of linearization tailored to a class bf' deterministic; forcing 
functions and (iv) compare several Il].ethods on the bases of generality 
of application, simplicity of use a.rid oonve:tgence behavior as revealed. 
in simulations. Some examples of dynamic systems inay help to motivate. 
the form of regression considere·d here. 
i Relatively early economic applications .of discrete..,ttme. dynamic, 
models appear in ref'erences to "input - output ahaJ.ysi'S" ahd ecOn:o-
metric "macro-models" of a national economy. 
model is given by the equations[.lO J 









·c = consumption 
,''f. - income 
P. = nonwage income 
I= net investment 










smoothing in dynamjc 
For example,IlO] the 
.-
systems can be repre~·~nt:e.d :a,s d.t:f:f':e.rence equations:. 5· 
Dynamo statement 
·~. 
FPRAB. K = FPRAB. J + ( DT) ( 1/TAJPR) ( DEPR, J - FPRAB. J') 
-= :-
















could have been written 
under the correspondence 
" 
Q ,_ TAJPR/DI' 
0 
1 - Q 
0 
y ,_ FPRAB .K 
n 
Yn--1 ,_ FPRAB.J 







An example of system identificat.ion ·with .a di:f',:f'erent name i:s 
·• 
Bowman's regression of "management coefficients". tn,this techniqµe 
of production planning the decision rules for :l~moothing production 
and work force levels are as.Su.med to have a particular m.ithematica.;L 
form [ 4 J 
P(t) = A1 + A2W (t-1} - ~T (t-1) + A4o (t+l) 
W(t) = A5 + A6W (t-1} + iiyO (t-i-1) .. 
even though the management has ·no.t· etnp1oy.ed .a fqrrnal rule i·n ·the· act·ual 
. ·. . .. • 
smoothing. The past results of mahageme·nt :q.ecisionf:> the:n be.come: ·data-
and regression is used to find the Ai• A2 , •.• ; .~ which make t~e formal 
rule fit the actual decision process. The application of the restilting' 
. . . I 
rules is held to be desirable by Bowman and hi~ fo.llO'wefs. [6] 






there are second-order examples and the variation Of exponential slilooth-
t>: 




























can be combined to obtain the form 
under the correspondence 
... 2 
Yt ,._ St 




Q2 - (1--a)2/a2 
·., 
-· 
The popularity of double exponential smoothing suggest.s that s,~c·ond~ 
order "delays" might be useful in Dynamo mo.dels. 
Magee and Boodman [9 ] cite a production control rule 1:ih;e,y call a· 
"damped response rule": 
,;; 
·r U-l 
p( i +U) = p*( i +U) - K. [ p(i+j·} + I(i) - I* (i)}, 
j=O 
where 
U - leaa time ( in p_efri·ods·) 






p( i) = production finally ordered fbr period i 
I*( i) = planned inventory level, end c)f' ·,p·¢:r.:Lod ·i 
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ap(i) = p(i) - p*(i) 
K - control number. 
.. 
' 
Clearly this rule has the form of a secon:d ... order diff'erence'equatipp. 
if U=2. In that case the rule may be wr·i tten . . 
Q y. '2 + Ql y. 1 + 9 2 y. = x. 0 1+ 1+ ·. l l 
under the correspondence i 






Q ~ 1/K , 
0 
:.• 
and 9 1=9 2=1. Regression would be ~based. on th:e :ProdilG·t:ion .leve:j~s 
actually achieved rather than the secfuence of orders { p( 1) ; p(2) , • • . } • 
An adaptive control system ca,n. be deveT()ped froni this simple 
-
"damped response" rule as shown in Figure 1., 'lwo ildditional control 
numbers have been added so that the d_ecision· rule is now 
( 2) 
where 
l\p( i+2) + K 
0 6p(i+l) + K1 Ap(i) +JC2 AI(i)., = O, 
L\I(i) = I(i) 
- I*( i). The starting values for th·e· :r;-ule ~re 
; .... 
..... ,r· 
~ .· ...... 
. ,;:•. 
'1... .-
p(l) = p*(l), p(2) = p*(2). The values of K
0
, K1 ,.K2 Jnay be adjm=1ted .1':'i. 
• 
within narrow lim.i ts as required by cost conside:ra,tj_·ons. I:f ·.deman-d 
. ,•, •· .· • .. · .... '" 
·,. 
is seasonal or in some other wa;y periodic, the ''opt.itnhl'' plan 
p*(l), .•• , p*(N) is recomputed for each demand cy:cle, 
·-Th·· · ·e·:_ ·p-1_·_ a· ·n- ·w.;1·· ,-. 
. . . . -.... ' '. ·.~·:.. . . ~- -L 
' be chosen to optimize the decision ru.le (2) r·or fixed v~u:es or·· 
·K K_ A A A 
0 , --1 , K2 , In Figure 1, estimates K0 , K1 , IC2 of these constants 
are obtained by regression on the obse:rvecl production: levels 






























the production ordered and the production observed in period i. Even j :. 
if the use of the formal decision rul.e is abandoned 'tempora.rilY, the 
~ 
regression can continue. 
When a process is not well~def'ined or is llll]it'e.dicta.ble f'OJ;' 
one reason or another, sy$tem ide:ritificatio,n is a pre'J;'equisd.:te fo,r 
control, not to say "optimization." As d_ecision-ma.kers learn more 
about the external demand process they exert a more eff'ectiVe· 
control over the "output." The result is a new d,ecis.ion process , 
which, together with the slowly changing environment, must be 
reidentified. This circular alternation between identification and 
improved control should bring the sort of understa.ndingtb_at,tnake$· 
.,,, . .. - ' 
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I I I 
~I(i) Decision p( i +2) 
' 
P(i) 
-- Rule (KlK2K3) . .. - -
-1 -1 E E 
I ~+ 
-
p*(i) -p*( 1) ' ... ' p*(N) -
Control 





-2 A A A 
',· 












. 1\· .. , 
··.:•·-~- .. ~.-
-
·· l lti:gure: · -1. Ada.ptive Pr·oduction ·control Using. :]:ful.e. ,q.f Eciu:atio·n 2 
..i "·i".· ,_,, .. "': 
,. 
, ....... _ 
., . 
·.,..., . 
' ' ·:-~. ·--,.~··!. 
['. ·-· .. ..;::~-,!_.. . .-:-·•·• •;• •.• ¥ ., ... , •• ':"":'"""' •• -. 










II. ESTIMATION METHODS 
One purpose given for identifying the linear sy,s:tem o·f' e.quatton 
' 
( 1) was to fix certain parameters for the purpose of- .genera.ting an 
, 
optimal control as in equation_ (2). For this purp<)Se-,, eq).lctti-on :' 1)-





but the two representations have different charact~r,is-t'.ic1~ from the 
estimation point of view and each estimation method ·di:sctissed hefe: 
will be applied to the representation mos·t su·i tab_,le fot tnat' c-ase .. 
! 1. 
1-
To distinguish the particular eqtimat_ion problem en-'counte:red. -'here 
from similar problems it is desirable to ·erect a framework within 
''\ which all the related problems appear as special caa~_s_. The- following i.-
I notation taken from Panuska[l2 ] goes a long way toward J)rovidi:ng suc:ti ' 
a frarnework. 
_, 









0 } are input and output se,quences, { Wn } • lS a 
seaue11ce of independent random variables with zero mean and unit 
vari 2w.~ce, and u is a positive constant. Furthermor·e_ A, B and c:_ -a;,re 
-]_ polynomials of degree k in the backward shift operJ,a,tbr' 'J~'.1 .: :a.efi:·neq. 
by 
-1 E u 
n 
'-----1 



























, I I 
' . ~ 





' \ II 
I 
10· 
.. . -~1 b + b ... E . "+· 0 l . 
l 
~1 C_··(_E- .. ). = l + C E. ·,+· 
.l 
Panuska lists the following special cases 
1. k = O, regression analysis 
-k + b· E ··· 
·.k. 
. •. -..... k 
·c·:. ·E_:·· ·· 
. k .· 
parameters in autoregressive processes 
C 3. b-b- =b=a=a= 0 - 1 - ... k 1 2 • • • =· ·9k. = Q., es-tiirn-~t·i()n ·of. 
... 
6. 
para.meters -in ·a moving average proces-s 
spectra 
a. - C., i = 1, 2, l l .... ' 
only measurement errors. 
To show that the process studied here is .in tJre_. l.ast· ,c:ate·go;17 recall. 
that Y - y + W and observe that n n n 















. I .. 
I 
so that by equation (3) we have 
(5) Y - al Yn-1 - a2 Y 2 = bo x ·+· W: - al W 1 - a2 W 2 • n n- -·.· •• n · t1 · · · n- · n-
In this case k=2 but B(E-1 ) ·is just a polynomia]. of de.gree zerq. No • 
problems arise from this formal violation if a sui ta.bile f.brc:L_ng fini.¢ti9n ., 














































, I . 
• i I 
·-f I : 
1 I 























The most obvious estimation method is a le,&st~squa:re·-_s regr:e,-s-~-ion, 
on the past data as advocated, for exaiqple:,_ 'iP a rec.eht ·book on corn~ 
puter process control [ 8] . As appl:ied to a .. fi-~$-t~ord,e:r p_roc.es:s- -
Y = a Y + b x + W + a.· W n 1 n-1 · 0 n n 1 n-1 -;· 
the method is to construc-t some "risk'' function 
M 








for a sample size of M, and then to find the v·alues of $.1 and. b 0 wltic:h 
minimize F. The result for M-2 is a matrix equati.on 
-y2 y2 A 
·y.· + xl Yo + x2 yl al yl y ·+ yl 0 l o· :2 
-
2 2 A 
xlYO + x2Yl xl + x2 bo xl yl +· ·X. y 
-2 2 
and if xn = 1 + (-1) 0 , y 0 = O, and b 0 - 1 we obtain 
which illustrates that in this case th·e· le-~s,:t--:squaxe~-- estim~t-o:r, .is 
1. 
biased. The least-squares estimator is unbi_ased i:-f' the· proce_.-s·s 
-·-
equation satisfies condition ( 5) in :Panuska's .lJ.s_t err· s_pe·cia]_ 'cases:. 
Clearly a second-order process cannot satisfy both c:oriclition. (·5} and 
condition ( 6). Specifically the bias of the· column ·vector with 
A A\ coordinates a1 , b 0 is 













































al al (A'A)-l w1 C - E - E A' - - -bo bo w2 ., l 
• 
where A • the matrix of the equation lS 
yl w1 ·r al + a WO , l ·, A - + y2 bo w2 + al w1 






' f, Another class of non-recursive estimators can be profitably 
discussed in connection with the first-order sys·t:em 
Let x = cos w n so that taking expected yl;).lu.es of both $ides 'We o'btain, n 
(6) go Yn + gl Yn-1 = cos w n 
The steady-state solution[l] of this equation is 




Q2 + 1 + 2Qo 91 cos w 




and apply any form of non-linear regression avai:1-able-.:. Vario.us. 
.,. 
numerical methods including direct-search can be: µ.sed -to m.:ini.m.ize 










































. If the parameter vector Q ·is tnown to be equal to .one V~qtor .in 
a finite collection Y1 , ... , Vn 
[13] developed by Sawaragi , et·.ai., 




to p:ick out the t'rue value using 
the input-output data of the system may be practical. The productipn 
control model discussed earlier does not seE!m to lend iti:relf to thi.s 
scheme. 
The recursion for a least-squares estilllator developed by 'I{. c. _ K. 
L [ 7 J · 11 t · t a · t ··· · · · t· · ···· · , ·rt ·· --· 11· ·b l;.R> ee wi serve o in ro uce recurs1 ve es ·1ma -.ors. . .. w1 · · .· , ·e oon--
venient to continue illustrating these tec·.hm:que:s -with fi·r.·s·t·-.or·o.et~: 
sys terns. Lee treats the case where the zet·o-mean ,.· independfJnt, ;no.isJs~. 
N. is part of the proce·ss 1. 
Y = a- ·y.· .. ··.. . + b- Jt + ·'.N - .. i i-1 · ,' i-1. i~l' 








a h! + N. 1 l 
b l-
'. 
= (yi-1' x:i-1) 
so that the unbiased least-squares estimator i,s 
a yl 




























































and the sample size is k >· 2. Due to the :r·act that the:re is ,a 
recursion f'or the matrix inverse Bk - (~ ~r<L it i~ ;poSSil:)l~ to·· 
develop a recursive least-squares.estimator 




b k+l b b 






Recursive estimators that take. the above fo.r.m .:are, cal.led differen-
.. .-... . . . -· . . . 
-~· 
tial correction estimators [l]. For Panuska the llstand'a;rci. st.oChastic 
approximation algorithm" ( as applied tq the :·s··am.'e f.irst~o:rde-:r· s.y·s.t.etn) 
• 1S 
a a a 
.. 




b b b k+l k k 
where G is a positive sequence· of r~·a·r numbers chosen to make trte n 
sequence of estimators converge. A necessary c.ondi·tion that t.lre 













· 1; . ... . 
ti •.. 
! . 










































This condition is trivially met if h_ is not a r®:dbm variable but When-
___ k :' 
ever there are errors in the observations, ~ ;i:.s a function .Of tP.ose 
errors and the result is a biased estimator. PantiSlta has suggested 
an extension of the "standard algorithm" to OVEtrcome tb,is p:rot>l:em .• 
For the equation previously discusse.d. 
Panuska 

































where G is a positive constant and W is a "computed0 error used as 
n , .. 
... 
an estimate of W. 
n 
A 
The initial computed error w1 may be taken to bEl. 
A· 































l ~ ' 
-1' l ·, i 

















Looking again at the closed :form 
Y = f(Q , Ql) U + g(Q, Ql) V ·+ W 
n o n o . .n n 




S ...... . -
so that 
f_· .'(Q 









Clearly there is a recursive least-squares unbiased esti·mator for r 
s 




solving the system ( 8). Such estimates are not guarantee.d, to. have ' 
/ 
any good properties but if W is an independent, identti(!aJ..ly distribut~d,' n 
,. ,'(. 
i 
zero-mean normal process and the ·functions .:f, g:_ ·ar·e 1-l and otherwise. 
well-behaved near Q0 , 
be maximum likelihood 
.. . 91 then the indic~te(). estimates fQr Q0 , Ql will 
estimates [l]. , 
Another approach to equation ( 7) is t.o :i.ntr.o~uce t:he: ·.·no~bat:Lon: 
Q = go 
gl 
• 




P : a closed convex set co:n.taining Q 








~ :, .. 








! ' ; 
·<! 












































··•·· where Vf, v7g are col11mn vectors. (~n.d F' (Q) is the transpose ·of n 
• 
F (Q)) and then observe that n 
• 
F (9) = F 
n n 
( Q O ) + F~ { :~ n) ( Q - Q O ) 
. -.· 























Since the transformed observations are: now 1n line:ar form, th·e leas,t:~ 
squares recursive estimator can be writt,en down ·provided t:ha.t. .known. 
elements of P are used in pla~e o:f the unk:riowns { el, f2'' .... l · 
When this so-called "method of lineari zati.on'' i,s employed, it is' 
advisable to require that all estimates in tpe .s·equence { t 1 ,t2 , .•• \: .· 
belong to p . The "truncated" recurs,.ion .is' w.ritt·en 
= [H(t , Y )]p 








) ... , 
·•• ,)>' 
which means that if H(tn' Yn) is o,uts.ide of P thert"t:n+l is 'the closest .. > 
vector on the boundary of P . 
-· 
The notation used here is ta.ken from Albert and Gardner[·\] b:ut , ,, 
f' 
the method of linearization is quite common an.d i.s treated exte'ri$:iyely 




A third method for handling· equ~tion (7) when the :random. variable 
does not have a normal distribution is t.o construct a .likelihood . . . ' . ' . . . . . . . . - . 
function L for t = Q and use stochastic ap;p·roxim.ation td m~imize n 







'1, (' ' 


























' \ 111 
\ ; 




· . .;,· 
on page 147I 4J. 
Although recUJ:1Si ve estimators are common in app.licat:;Lons like 
••• : ··• ... l 
satellite tracking, only Albert and Gardnerll] ha:ye d.eveldped a 
rigorous theory of the convergence of the estimating sequence to 











































































































The purpose of this chapter is to constrain the parameter 
estimates by considering a particular input model and .a st&b.le 
For the remainder of the thesis the forcing teI'l'.ll xn is assUilled to 
have one of the two forms 
-~ 
.. i) x = R + cos w, n 
n 
1i) x = R(-1) 0 + C.'OS-' ,w:n .. n .... , ' i-~· '"~· 
where R is known, positive and does not ne.ed to be estimated. 
angular frequency w lies in the open irrterva.1 Q :::a ( 0, .,,. }. 
The-: 
Hereafter the input will always be i:!.Ssum.ea. to have fOrm ( i)i 
' 



















(i) have obvious counterparts in which the input 'is modeled as form 
(ii) but they won't be developed here. 
Equation ( 3) may be written in ve·ctor form as 
Yn al a2 Yn-1 
bo - + -(10) 
Yn-1 1 0 yn-2 
which has the form of a first-order vector system 
U = AU 1 + Z n n- n 
·th th . 1 t· [ll] wi e unique sou ion 
n 







' .. , 
/ 



































. . \ 
to 




has zeros A2 _ such that 





.x .. ·+ 1 ·x . = ~.1._._.·. a.nu. -x. 1. ·.· .. .. : .. 2 •. 
0 








··".·:.n __ ·.· 
~-: I\ 
2 
which in expanded form may be writ-ten 
·n 
"Al An xi - A.I. }+.. 2 --
}+..l - A2 -
"2 1 
+ 





provided that a1 , a 2 are real numbers (and hence 
}+..2 
= - a2 • 











n Sufficient conditions for A to converge to the zero matr:ix as n 
to infinity are 
( 12) 





























































( represented by the shaded area in Figure 2): Since tkese Gonditiorts 
insure that j>- 1 1 <·1 and j>- 2 1 < 1. 
' 




i:f we let S( A·} denote '\.n_·· ~s_ .(··_· R·.··+.· .. ei :w s_._\ . .. 
r.. . .. ... . . , , then. :Oy the f;ormulae. 
.. 
for a geometric sum 



















-· ~ 2 










. . . ( 
b·() 
1 w. n·. 
·e , 
•·' . . . 









1 - a - a 1 2 
bo ( 1-al c:os w '""a2c:os2 w ) . ,. 
+ 
--1-l ___ a_l_e_i_w~-. _..._ ____ a_2_e_i_2_w __ C"-12-. cos w.. n. 
i2w 
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.
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Figure 2. Feasible Region 
"·--· - ---·---. --~-------~-------
2 
for the Parameters 
- ---------·-----------,----------------·- ··----·---- .-~---~"- ... .--. ----~~,~ ... , ...... _$.~ ••• ;;.~ '• 










Now letting b = l/Q a = o o' 1 
solution to equation (1) is 
R a 
Yn - - + cos wn + - -y 2 . . . 2 2 a + {3 a + 
where 
Ci= Q O + Ql cos w + 9,_2_ CICJS2w 
{3 = - 9 1 sin w - e.2 sin2:w . 
For brevity the steady-state solution is written 
(13) = RA + A cos w n + B sin w n. 0 






















I Observe that if form (ii) :.o.f. t.h.e i_nput :mo:de.l :had:. ·b·ee·:n µs.e.d, ··the· . 
result would have been 
., 
Using the production-decision-rule mode·l ,:of'· .eq11ati·ori ( 2J in 
Chapter I as a guide, it is possible to rest~ict th·e e:stim.a.tes ctr. 
Q = ( g 
O , 9 1 , 9 2 ) to a "feasible" region. To conf<)r:tn ·with the 










di ffe1·ence I - I is taken to be b R, and the amplitude of "bhe fl.rs:; __ 0 
* harmonic of I - I is taken to be b 0 • Finally, a1 and .a:2 are- as.s.tmie; 
to satisfy the stability iriequali ties ( 12). 
As a numerical example, suppose that. the :fundamental 
are both equal to one "unit" of inventory and that the cp.°ftra.cteris~i 1, 
i 
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1, a1 = - 3/4, a 2 = - 5/64 and Q = (1, 3/4, 5/64). 
* l More generally Q will be used to denote the reciprocal of' a 0 
good guess at amplitude so that a nnomina11' value of the pS;r1;UILeter 
vector may be written 
* where a1 
Q * 
conditions. • 
* = Q 
0 
( 1, * * 
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IV. A DERIVATION OF A DIFFERENTIAL-CORRE.CTION :METHOD \ 
In this chapter a minimum-risk estim:ation p:t:Qcedure is derived 
using a linearization technique. We assume that a differential 
correction procedure 
(14) t = t + :a. (Y - F. (t ):} . 
n+ 1 n n · n n· · n ,. 
will be used where F (Q) denotes the right-h;;tnd. side, of' equation n 








improved, estimate of Q. The "smoothing" vector a ;is usually cno$~n 
:Il 
to insure consistency. A minimum ris~ procedure is obtained by 
choosing a so 
n 
that the trace of' 
l 
{ ( tn+l - Q) I} B - E Q) .{t· - -n 2 
. n+l (1 
is minimized. In the following development the observation e!'rors 
j W \ are assumed to be independent and have zero means. n 
Substituting the right-hand side of equation (.J,4} in:to l>.he • 







(T2 - Q + a.(F (9)-F (t )+W )}: n n n n n 
- Q + an(Fn(Q)-Fn(tn)+Wn)} ' 
1 
=B +----
n-1 a2, E [ (t Q) a -n ' (F (9) F (t) -n n n n 
1 [ a (t - Q)'(F {Q) - F. ( t: ') + n ·n n n· n + 
+ 
l 
a a' (1i1 (Q )-F ( t ) +W ) 2 J .. ·n n n n. n n 
+ Wn)] 
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By the properties of W this last simplifies to 
n 
B B 1 E (t Q) (:F (Q) - + 
- -




E (t ,g}·' ( F ( Q) + a -. 2 n n . n (1 
.Ct }}a' 
n n 
F (t ) ) 
- n n 
+ a a ' 
n n 
l 1 + ·-· E 
(1 2 ( F ("g} - F .C·t ) ) 2 · n n · n 
which appears to be a polynomial in the ·col11mn vector 
formally completing the square we obtain 
B = B + (1 + ~1~ E 














E (t - Q)(F (t ) 
-
F ( Q)) 
n n n n 
1 1 E ( F ( t ) -F ( Q) ) 2 + 2 n n n (1 
E (t - Q)(F (t) - F (9)) 
n n n n 
1 + l E (F (t )-F (9)) 2 
2 n n n (T 
E [( t -Q ) ( F ( t ) - F ( Q ) ) ] 
n n n n 
E (F (t ) - F (9)) 2 
n n n 
1 1 + ---
(1 2 





1 E (t -Q)(F(t)-F(Q)) 
u2 n n n n 
1 1 +-- E 




















































































































































minimizes the trace of B. 
n 
This deri vatiotx para.11:e·I-:s' _Albert· 
[l] Gardner's treatment of linear regression • 
.and 
Indeed if F (Q) =ht 
n n then the optimal_ sn109t~i.ng ·vector 


















which has the form of the vector used by Lee- is his ~·ec·urs:ive lea·s-t-
squares procedure. Furthermore for this linear case wheh the 
a is chosen the matrix B simplifies [l] to. n n 
(17) B = B -n n-1 1 + h ' B h n n-1 n 
so that 
B h - B h n n n-1 n 
f' l+h. B h 
·n ·n-1·-,n 
Hence for the linear: cas·:e equation (:14) be,comes 





where all B except the starting value are obtained from the r-~cursio . n 
Q r ~ ( 17). 
· The smoothing vector developed here results from· an. ap_:gr·oxim:4t':t.e 



















=1 ~ i 







. .t. ·, 




















Let (r - ~) 'h denote F (t ) - F (Q) where, 
n n n· n n 
h' (R, • n} - cos w n, sin w -n 
(A ¢' - A, B) 
o' 
as in equation (13) and rn is obtained by replacing Q with 'f;n in ~-
Thus r' 












- g·) {.r . - ¢) ' h 
.. ·n n 
2 E h' (r n n - ~ ) '(. r. . -- :~ ) ' ·h . n Y! · ·n 
If r - ~ is approximated by K(t 
n n 





= B K'h 
n n 
B l (K'h ) 
n- n 
;.,·. 
so that the differential correction procedure is ¢ompletely specif:i;ecl 
by the recursion on Bn provided that the sta.rtin& matrix. B3 ;Ls knowri .. 
and a suitable matrix K' can be found. 
Let r.(t , Q) be defined by 
i n 
f (t' Q) - A -A -0 n on 0 
















,, .·1; ',.,, 
t ·, j 
•.. ··: . 



















































f (t Q) = B ·-B 

















and assume that each estimate tn is known to be· close to: :the nominal · l 
. . . I 
:Then th.e ·first-order l 
. . . . . . . ' l . 
value 9* in the "feasible" region containing Q. 
Taylor series approximation of f. (t , Q) about_·· .. ··th~ llT\o:int" (Q* Q*), j_ 
l n ~ .·. ' 
• 15 






f . n ,·. j 
' + f. (Q*, 9*)(9 - 9*). l 
But by inspection fi (9*, Q-*) = 0 and f -
-• l 
approximation is written 
f. (t ' Q) = 
1 n V9' f 1. (Q*, Q*)(t - Q), n 
and the gradients of f 0 ~ f 1 , f 2 form the tb.rEle rows of the: reqµfred 
matrix K. In fact 
K' -
- (B 2-A2) cos w - 2AB sin w 





2 2 Cos·_w -(B -A )sinw· 
. 2 2 -
c.:os2w -(B -A )sin2_w 
where A , A, B are evaluated at Q* rather than .Q.. Likewise in 0 
cos w n - 2:AB s·in. w ·n 






















+ (B2 -A2) 
+ (B2 -A2) 
+ (B2 -A2) 
w ( :q-1)- ·-. 2.AB.: si .. n w ( n-1) 
w (n-.-2·} ·-~ 2AB sin. w ( n-2) 




the expressions are evaluated at B*. Finally .in the spirit of the ·· .1 




·1.· . . . 



































































I r ( 20) ( L 3 , )-1 B.3 = . 1 g.g . l .. /. I 1= 1 1 




. I· . . , 
correction procedure 
t = t + B g (y ~: f (t ))~ 






- i . 
. l 
I .. 
where Fn(g) is the steady-state process of' e(}'J+J3ition Ct3J •• gn is def:i.n:.d 
by equation (19) and 
B - B 
n n-1 -
($ lg )(B. ·1·g )J n · n ·n·- · ·n· - ...... . 
. . . . '. ~- . . . 
l+ ' B .. g gn n~l•·n 
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C l ' 
·1 
. V. SIMULATION OF FOUR :METHODS 
: I ,--:-::' 
I 
·.,:, To compare two variations of the lineari zatiori m:eth:od~ d.e;.·e;lopea 1 ( 
. ~ in Chapter IV with two other recursive ident,if\cati6n .Procedures cit,d 
f 
l 
in Chapter II, simulation programs were writ.ten .. it1 FORTRAN IV @d \ 





.· . l . value (-3/4, -5/64, 1) whereas the other methods estim~te t~e ?aratru~,er 
Q = (2, 1, 1/16) with nominal value (1, 3/4, 5/64). Tbe; :esitimat,es J 




·- \· :-,,; 
r whereas in the other methods the estimates lie in :a 3.·7.5. x .2:: ... 0 x .1.0 I . . , I, 
\· 
'' ! , . "feasible" cell. In all simulations the value of w . • in 'the for.cing. \ · 
function was fixed at 1r /4. 
The deterministic second--o:rd.er pro.c.es:s defined by e'q)i~'tti:on .. (.1} 
or equation ( 3) was generated by a :furtc·tion 

















' i F (Q) = -Ql F 1/Q - Q,2.·. F 2/Q + x /Q n n- · o n- o n o l ' J 
where x 
n 
= 1 + COS ( n 7r / 4 ) . Since the :forcing :function x· attd t:.t:re.: n l l 
! l steady-state process of equation ( 13) ar(2 d:iscrete f'un,ctit)n_s, ··& t.able;t 
, .. 
! of exact values was used in place of the FORTRAN" - supplied tri~ono- \ 
·\ metric functions. I . From the deterministic pro·ce·s:s the qbse:rvatib)n of· \ 
the state variable was obtained from 
y 
n 
= F ( Q) + W( n) , n , 
. ' J 
























































f l .,. 
'I To generate a given observation-error proc.e·ss. W(l), W(:2) ,,_ •. ;., ·1 l 
,w( 100) a rectangular distribution was first sampl.ecl with ~- .t,:mixed-
congruential" pseudo-random number generator an_d normal variates 
were obtained from a normal distribution funct.ion table, by inter-
polation between tabular values. Ten of thes:e error proc·~_sses 











J f.,. reasonably small ( assuming that the usual sample s:t'at:i$ti·c .applies). 1 · 
. j 
If the state-variable F. is linear in some ·:e±xed ·v.e:ctor .'{) J 
. 
that F. = h. ''() J J then in the notation of Chapter .I:V there i.s a 




which has the form \ 
., 































L in the notation of Chapter II. If F. is not ·1i::riear @d :a rl~asona;ble J I estimate cannot be obtainea. from the first thre·e ob-s:ervat·ionf? th.en .. 
. ;· {. 
: . • t 
. . I· it is possible to set t 4 equal to the nominal v:alue o.f th.e: :J):&:r:·emeter:.•! 
. -r . 
.. !:: Prior to the calculatio·n of the next es-bimat-~ tht:~ :current ·1 \ 
l 
f. I 
. • I" . 
~1 . estimate is truncated in the sense that if the estimate of QJ. is l 
i 
!· outside of a "feasible" interval I. then the. ·estimate- is replac:ed J. 
by the nearest end-point of I .. 



























. _.t· . 














































Four methods, of which the first two ·are variations of th·e 
t 
r 


























.\· linearized procedure defined in the :previ.ou-s chapter, were si:mulated:j 
A. NON-ADAPTIVE LINE.ARIZATION 
' 
The main program to simulate this meth,od be_g;ins py reading ifl 




















"i by a scale factor, and the smoothing vectors A(4)_,,.· •• , A(10·0) .. Thesd 
. .. 
. . 
' smoothing vectors depend on the nominal value for .Q ·but no.t: on the ;· ) .. 
• obse1·vation sequence of the simulation and were ·t-:.tie-ref:o_re· :c·alc1:tlat:ed \ 
prior to the simulation using the formulae of· O:tl~pte:r IV. 
Experiments under conditions of zero error -showed ::th.at 
3 















- i was a fairly good first estimate, whic~ reflects the fa.t!t. '':that, F ( Q) ! 
n l 









:J Consequently the above formula was used to determine t..4 -~ve.n tho-ugh i 
it produced bad estimates in the pr·esf?nC-$ o.f errors· w·( 1) ,, W (2}., 
W ( 3). 
Next an approximation of the steady-s·:t·~t~: pro;ce.s-s vari·able of 
equation (13) is obtained by evaluating A_0 ~ A.,. B at. the. truncated 
estimate. Letting E denote the differep.cte between tl:1..:e ·.ob::s .. erv.ed n 







































' r !, 
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for n = 4, 5, ... , 100 with t truncated at: ea.ch:- s:t:e.p. n 
B. ADAPTIVE LINEARIZATION 
















.. t . 
l 
·1: ! 
: -}··,·· smoothing vectors are mad~ to depend on the current estimates rattier{ 
J In part::i.cular A( n} -= :B g _ as in 
-1 . . n n ·•._ 
than just the nominal value of Q. 
Chapterrv except that now g._ (A , A, B) :f-s e:v.aluated at the cu.rrent r n o 
I 
estimate rather than the nominal value! .H'ertc_e t:he smooth_i-og .vectors-·
1 
are calculated in the simulation program :aha not tread\ in as before. 1 
c. LE.AST-SQUARES ESTIMATION OF A . , .Jt, B· 
0. 
Since F n ( Q) is linear in A.0 ~- A,. B ·( at- :le.ast i.:tt 
the linear least-squares estim~tes o.£ A
0 ,. A, B. can be trans:t:o_:rme.d.·to 
. . .. -
·I snown "by' J.Ube.~t· ang_ :\ 
. I 
consistent maximum-likelihood estimates of Q as 
Gardner [ 1 ] and ref erred to in Chapter II of this tbesis · .(Viz. equa'tio,s 
(6), (7) and (8)). The procedure is de_fine,d b_y E=quat.ions: (16::.}, (:17) :\ 
r 
and ( l 8) , where h ' = ( l , cos w n , s i.·n w n). •. n 
The array of smooth-ing vectors :ig;- calcuiat:e.d p·.ricY:r t.Q. th.e 











program begins by reading in the errors,, mu:1t·tJYlying them "qy a $9aie t 




r observations are generated a.nd the minimal. da,t.a, ·1ea$"t--sg_uare:s es:·timatb 
. . I 
~ 
if 
is taken as the initial estimate of A0 ,. A, B. 
.. Each such estimate is transformed to a.n estimate of Qin two 
} I; 
. ;~ , . 
I I 
































' \ 1 t 












































A/(A2 B2) a= + 
j3' = B/(A2 + B2) 
/' 
-y = l/A 
0 
and then the current estimate t of Q is obtained by a matrix 
n 
AAA 
multiplication of ( a., /3, r'). Before this matrix multiplication, 
however, the estimates of a, /3 ,I' are truncated to intervals 
... 
+ 3 MAX(Q ), where MAX(Q) is the "feasible" Illakimum of Q used in 
- 0 0 0 
the previous programs for truncation o.f' tn. 
attempt to program this method exac.tl;y as specif'ied by Albert and. 
Gardner. 























































Panuska's recursive least-squares procedure with "adaptive 
(discussed in Chapter II of this thesis) was also l)rogrammea. .f'.or 
. j 
filte~" • .. .. . I 
I 
simulation. The other methods are no less "stochast;Lc approximationn. 
than this one but only this one uses the simple "one--.over .... n'' type of 
gain (smoothing term). 
'I 
The method is derived from the fact that eqµfl.tion ( ;3) is fol'Illaliyl 
linear in a 1 , a 2 , b O and hence a formal linear le!lllt-squares recursive. 
procedure can be developed even though it i.s e.as:lly shown ·to "b.e :i·n~ 
PanuskaI9J showed how to expand t1;te parameter space to consistent. 
include co-efficients of error tel'Ills and regain. cons;i.st;ency. 
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Each tn now denotes an estimate of the vect·or (a1 , a~~f'' b 0 _): .:::: 
(-1, - 1/16, 2). The nominal value is used as ·th.~ i-nitial ~·~t-imate 
Before the next estimate is calcula.he.d the cµr:rent :·estirng.te i:s .. 
truncated by restricting a1 , a 2 t:o the rectang·l.e - .·2 ··< a.1 ~ 0, 


































. ~ [1/4, 4] which is the point-wise "reciprocal'·' ·of the .f·easib:le interval\ 
containing g . 
0 
Successive estimates are obtained from: th, .. E?: corr~ct.ion . 
.. 
A 
t = t + ( a/·n} · W v , n+l n · n n 
where 
·' j 









and a= 10. 
n-1 .2 :n_ .... 2, . n-2 o · · 
1 
I 





















Before attempting to describe the results of these s-imUlat:iohs, --: 
, . · I · j some general remarks about these methods are in_ order.. :;L'h·e· m.aj:Or 
r.eason for ass1Jmi ng the simple cos.:Lne model x. =: R +· :Co.s w n :i·s, th.a-6 . ··n 








:1 variation of Albert and Gardner's :Procedure (f.or li:hear difference 
equations of odd order) , produces a consistent sequence of eS"timatesll~ . 
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:/' i, j 
I. :: ,, , . 
. I I ' 
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of the input model it should come as no surpr:ise that· .i.t comJY~,g:s 















:1 Likewise '.METHOD (A) and METHOD (B) as_Erurne. some knowledge of the \ 
.. 
·1 steady-state solution and rely heavily on :knowle:dge of the appro4 im.ate=\ 
j 
:i position of the para.meter vector. Lineari .. zation meth_o'.ds , .however, J 
-.:r \ .. · .. to a parame,ter· :space .in w~ich 
:i 
do not require a ready transformatio.n 
' the steady-state solution is linear. For ex~piE.: ·:i·t :m.ig:b.t. be very 











in linear form. For this reason the general t:e.ch:n:;Lque ,of linearizatiof. 
has a wide application even though it must be c·~:rE;fully: t~ilo:re:ei to 
the specific model. 
Finally METHOD ( D) apparently does not ~:.e:qu.ire any knowle·dg;e 
of the steady-state solution to the diffe_·renoe equation and h~nce; 
has the widest application of all. On ·t·he, othe.r·' hand the. me:thod .. . ··~ .- . 
relies on a clever choice of the gain constant and_ truncation is 
required for rapid convergence. 
To measure the small-sample convergence of the. e~tirnat;or-s ·e-ac:h 
procedure was clri ven by ten different observation :processe.s a.nd. 
estin1ates of the standard deviation u and bias magni tu.de. f"b.[_ were 
r calculated for various sample sizes. The scale fa~tor :applied t-cJ 
the observation processes was set at two levels, .01 and .,;04., ,_s·o 
that the effects of signal-to-noise ratio could be obse:rvecl... The 
.. 
:~-measures are defined by 
:"i 
\ I: r, 
I 
















































































































(t -Q)/lO n,k 
10 
u of t 0 = ( L 
k=l 
( t -Q ) ' ( t -Q ) / 10 ) 1. /_!?. ·~ 
n k n k ' 
' ' 
-
where tn,k is the estimate obtained in th.e.· presence: of~ observ·at'i:on 
process k. These measures are · shown in :graphical f'clrm :i-n Figµre-s 
3 - 6. 
Th.e term "sample-size" as used here d.e"r:+ot.es the s.ubscri.pt 
of the estimate t and ranges between 10 and 3·5 on the graphs. n 
n .. . 
:~,,..._ 
~-
applied to the adaptive process of equation ( 2:):._,_ the E=·s·timate·: t 2:S>" (based on the previous twenty-four weeks of· p_:po.du·ction levels)· 
could be used as one basis for generating: ~n "·f:optim~l'l: produ¢t:f.;on 
plan for the next planning cycle. 
The figures cannot be use:d -to draw C:.e>rtclusiorts: about. t·he 
large-sample properties of 'the estimation methods. but they do· 
reveal fundamental differences in sma1i-$am.ple behavior.-
In Figure 3 the bias and standard d.e-viation of: the: .M:;ETHO'D (A) 
I 
\ 
i estimates lie between one-half and one. The: bias :a.pd stahdartl 
deviation obtained from the high-noise process (shown b.y ·the 
triangles) are always greater than the corresponding _me·asure~ f·or 
the low-noise process and the difference is a.Jmost indeperid..e·nt. o:f 
sample-size in the given range. The bias.- and stan~rd deviat,iap 
appear to level off but the evidence i.s· n:ot:. conclusive . 
•• 
I . . 
I 
I 
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.. 15 i 
i 
I , I the standard deviation of t 30 is about one-half., The effect of..., 
different noise levels is not so clearly s-een. in. this figure as 













,;_ l from the high-noise version of :METHOD (B) than th~ low-noise versi,on:\ •. 
If this phenomenon is due to the truncation o-:r the estimate-s· it 
should have been observed in Figure 3 also. One interpretati'on 
of the graphs is that the adaptability of ~TROD (B) makes it. less 
sensitive to the level of noise in the observations.. The bias 
and star1dard deviation for METHOD (B)- appear t:o level. o::ff' as ±·n. 
METtiOD ( ft_) • 
In Figure 5 the bias and standard deviation o-f ·t·he :METHOD :((j): 
estimates from t 15 onward decrease monotonically .and. fail below 
one-half without the appearance of leveling off. The bias and 
standard deviation are initially large in ·comparison with th~ 
linearized methods in the first two figu.res due to the :fact that 
I· 
-~, 
METrIOD ( C) estimates are not as rigidly constrained. The bias. 
and standard deviation are initially much gre.at.er for t:he hi:g'.b:-



























\ \ difference decreases to zero for the bias and appro.aches a .. c-onstant '-\ 
. , I for the standard deviation. The measures fo.r t 30 ~e ·about the 
same in :METHOD (B) and :tv!ETHOD (C). 
In Figure 6 the graphs of bias and s:tafida.rd devia.tion r·or: 
METHOD ( D) do not have a consistent pattern and the signi:ficarice 






















































































" ., 40 
sizes shown. The estimates apparently do not begin to .s:how 
convergence when the sample size is so small. One e.:xpla.riation. i's:: 
a possible ultra-sensitivity of METHOD (D) to even: a small auto-
correlation in the observation errors. Another po··ssibili t.y · i.s. 
that the gain constant was chosen tdo large for ¢:arly·· C·OrtY:e:r-g~n.c:e,~ 
but in fact the gain is several orders small.er than eitlrer the 
rule-of-thumb suggested by Panuska or- the -signa.l_....;tb-nQi$e rat:io. 
The explanation advanced here is that the other· metp.o.ds take 
advantage of the known input model. 
In the course of the simulation s·t':\.J.d.Y' it· w·.as, observed that· 
_·(>_ 
' I METHOD ( D) requires less computer storag:e_ and J .. s fas,t-er th.an. th·e 
other methods. 
smoothing vectors, it requires one per cent of the $:torage ,an:d. 
comparing it to METHOD (B) whicli computes a. new' -vector' at each 






























































































































































































































































































Small Sample Convergence 
-·· ·-· -- -, ........................... - . -.---··- -· ...... - ..... . 
6 High noise level 
























Small Sample Convergence 
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Sample Size 
30 





Small Sample Convergence · 


























Figure 6. Method D Small Sample Convergence 
,. 
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f Bowman's theoryl6J of management decisions is an example of 
using system identification to improve control. The "damped 
response rule" for production controlI9J can be used as a basj_s 
for an adaptive production cont:rol system usi:ng the· de,cisi.on 
rule 
Y =-Ky n o n-1 
.l 
.< 
where y is the difference between targe·t. and or<iere:d pr,oduc-n 
tion and x is the difference between fo·r·e·casted and &ctual n 
inventory. The parameters K
0 ,Kl ,K2 .are· :reg~:r.ded .as t,:ma;p,q.ge-
ment coefficients" to be identified. 
;. 
It was noted that the typical least-square·s approach t.o ·e:sti.ma:....,. 
ting parameters in a linear difference equation .i-$. bi:a:sie=a.. 
The equivalence of the equations 
Q y + Q y 
on 1 n-1 = x .. ··n 
l 
,· 
was noted and it was shown that estimates· o:f. a-1 ,a.2 sho1tl.d.. b·e:1.on;g: 
·to the region 
-2 < a1 < 2 
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.An~ priori estimate of the parameter vector Q = (Q
0 ,Q1 ,Q2 ) 
was shown to be Q* ~ (1, -a*, -a*)/b*, where .b* is the 1 2 0 0 
r-: ..... 
approximate amplitude of input and a~, a~ satisfy· the abov.e: · 
·1 
inequalities. 
5. The differential-correction procedure f9r .r.·ec·ur1s:tv.e, ·e:S't~mat'ion 
6. 
was written 
t = t + a (Y - F (t )) n+l n n n n n 
where t is the vector estimate of Q, F (Q) is the steady-n n 
state value of y n' yn is the observation. df rh w.nich has 
measurement error W , and a is the smoot.h:i:ng. vecto··r us·ually n n 
chosen to make the sequence of estimates cohsiJ3tent:.. Using 
arguments parallel to Albert and Gardner's d.:.1scu-s·si..o-r1 :b.f 
linear estimation [l] the minimal-risk smoothi:n_g. v·~G.tor was. 
shown to be 
2 
a + E( G2)), a = E((t -Q)G)/( n n 
where G is the difference F ( t .} --· F ( Q) and n ·n n 
2. 
a · is. t:he. r·i:xed 
variance for each W. 
n 
·,. An approximation to the m.inimal~riflk. smoothing- vector a was 
n 
obtained by ass11mi ng that G is a linear functi.on of t -Q and 
n 
the estimates { tn \ can be constrained to ·lie in a "feasible" 
region containing Q and the nominal value Q*. The· dif·f erenti.a.l. . ' . ' ' . 
correction procedure using the derived sequenc~ of stnootll:i.:_ng 
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...................... ~-~-.. ~· ... ~ .. - ............... 1 ----~~·'---· 
... _ / 
' 
··-
• 7. Simulation programs were written in :FOITTRAN to compare two 
variations of the linearized method with the met·h,ods of· 
. . . .... ·,. - ·-· . 
Albert and GardnerilJ and Panuska112J. Ji'or each method: tb.e 
bias and standard deviation were plotted ae;a:Lnst incre&S:Lng 
sample size so that the small-sample conv:e:r_ge·nce ·of each 
method could be compared. The two linear.iz:ed me·tbods were 
intennediate in performance between the ef:l:'icient, specialize,d 
method of Albert and Gardner and the inefficient but widely 
applicable method of Panuska. The study shows that recursive 
estimators can be very efficient if the model is-. well-defined. -
and the sequence of smoothing terms is. t:~:Llore::d t.--c) ·the model.-
8. The method of Panuska was found to require less Stc>rage and 
fewer operations than ·t.h·e ot-her methods ... : 
·' 
... 
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VII RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY' z· 
If a Dy'namo model of a complete production control s·yst·em 
could be approximated by a few difference equations,: the_n the in-, 
put and output of the Dynamo simulation could b:e :u..seid. to esi··imate/ 
the parameters in the approximating equat·ions. The appro~imating 
model should then be "optimized" and correspond:tn-g: c:o:nt:ro.l vari-
ables of the Dynamo model should be adjusted. The s::en~:Ltivity of 
the objective function to the parameters woulcl oe s-tu:di:e.a. 
A better approximation to the optimal smoothing:- vect·,or a .. . .. n 
might be found by ass11mi ng qu.adratic G and µsin·g Bayesia.ri and 
Monte-Carlo techniques to estimate the: 1exp.E=ct.atic5:ns irr the opti:rnal 
~-
formula. 
Because Panuska' s method is ·fast, flexible, compact and 
consistent it is desirable to modify the method. in som·~ non-basic 
way so that it takes more advantage of known, ·p.roceJ3s.· ciiaracteri's,~: .. . . 
•· 
tics. Some compromise of the existing te:chri;:i~-que.s might· ~voi·ve. 
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